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Abstract
Background Some patients with complex healthcare needs become high users of healthcare services. Case management
allows these patients and their interprofessional team to work together to evaluate their needs, priorities and available
resources. High-user patients must make an informed decision when choosing whether to engage in case management and
currently there is no tool to support them.
Objective The objective of this study was to develop and conduct a pilot alpha testing of a patient decision aid that supports
high-user patients with complex needs and the teams who guide those patients in shared decision making when engaging
in case management.
Methods We chose a user-centered design to co-develop a patient decision aid with stakeholders informed by the Ottawa
Research Institute and International Patient Decision Aid Standards frameworks. Perceptions and preferences for the patient
decision aid’s content and format were assessed with patients and clinicians and were iteratively collected through interviews
and focus groups. We developed a prototype and assessed its acceptability by using a think-aloud method and a questionnaire
with three patient-partners, six clinicians and seven high-user patients with complex needs.
Results The three rounds of evaluation to assess the decision aid’s acceptability highlighted comments related to simplicity,
readability and visual aspect. A section presenting clinical vignettes including story telling was identified as the most helpful.
Conclusions We created and evaluated a patient decision aid. Considering the positive comments, we believe that this aid
has the potential to help high-user patients with complex care needs make better choices concerning case management.
Plain Language Summary
Some patients are living with physical and mental health problems. They also may have handicaps and unsuitable backgrounds. This may lead them to use health services more often. Case management is a service offered by a team of health
professionals. They help patients to decide what is important to them based on their values and preferences. Currently, no
tools exist for that service. We built and assessed a tool to support patients in their decisions. With this tool, they think about
engaging in case management or continuing with usual care. They can also postpone their decision to a later time. This tool
will present data based on scientific studies about case management. It will help patients to clarify their values and preferences to make the best decision for them. This tool was built with a team of researchers, healthcare professionals, managers
and patient-partners. It was built according to several guidelines. We met participants and they answered questions that
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helped us to build our tool. We also ensured the tool was acceptable to them. The most frequent comments were to make
it simpler and to use simple vocabulary. The look was also important for the participants. The latter found that the section
where patients could write their own story was useful. Patients also found that reading stories about other patients like them
was helpful. Our tool will help patients with complex care needs make better choices concerning their health based on their
values and scientific data.

Key Points for Decision Makers
Complex interventions such as case management need
to be better described so that they can be improved by
researchers and better translated to patients.
Current guidelines for the creation of a patient decision aid are not optimal for complex interventions that
depend on multiple elements.
The co-creation of a patient decision aid must involve
several stakeholders such as patient-partners, decisionmakers and clinicians.

1 Introduction
“Patients with complex care needs” is a term used to describe
a subpopulation of patients with multimorbidity, psychiatric
comorbidities and/or psychosocial factors with or without
functional limitations [1, 2]. Their level of independence and
functionality may bring a part of this population to use healthcare services more frequently (high users) and involve more
complexity than the general population [1, 3–6]. A recent systematic review on high users showed that they are generally
older and experience multiple chronic conditions [7]. They
often have circulatory diseases and mental and behavioural
disorders [7]. For the remainder of the article, we use the term
“patients” and it will refer to patients with complex care needs
and who are high users of healthcare services. In the Province
of Quebec (Canada), the majority of those patients are elderly
women who present with coronary heart diseases or diabetes
mellitus [8]. Some of them are persistent high users and others are occasional users [8]. More than 80% of these patients
have chronic conditions such as asthma, chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease, diabetes, hypertension and atherosclerosis
[9, 10]. In Canada, which has a publicly funded health system
[11], those patients are responsible for 50% of the expenditures
[12]. Clinicians must better address patients’ needs to improve
patient-related outcomes by using patient-centred care that is
adapted for patients with complex conditions [13].
Case management (CM) may help support those specific
patients and their clinicians [14]. Case management programmes involve both an interprofessional team (nurses,

physician, social workers) and the patient to work together
to evaluate needs, priorities and available resources [15–18].
Case managers plan, facilitate and coordinate patient-centred
healthcare to provide patients with the right service at the right
time [18, 19]. Moreover, they also provide education, selfmanagement support and offer a personalised service allowing
direct communication. Case management can reduce emergency department visits, improve patients’ quality of life and
increase clinicians’ satisfaction [6, 20]. However, it requires a
high level of engagement from both patients and clinicians to
produce positive outcomes [19].
To decrease patients’ decisional conflict, the use of shared
decision making is known to have a positive impact on both
the patient and healthcare providers [21]. The purpose of
shared decision making is to help patients understand the evidence-based healthcare involved in their care before making
any decision and to help practitioners explore and consider
patient values related to the decision. It helps patients clarify
their values and identify the influence of external societal
pressures, allowing them to regain control over their health
and to be comfortable with their decisions. From this process,
patients can have clear and realistic expectations about their
care, and they become more aware of the conflicting aspects of
the decision [22–25]. Shared decision making is also known to
improve patients’ affective, behavioural and health outcomes
[26]. In such a model, patients and clinicians relate to, and
influence, each other as they collaborate in making the right
decision corresponding to patients’ values and needs.
Although some tools have been developed for shared decision making for specific populations, currently, there is no
patient decision aid (PtDA) promoting an interprofessional
approach supporting these patients in their decision-making
process to engage in CM. This study aims to develop and
evaluate a PtDA to help patients in engaging in CM, which
presents the following options: (1) to engage in CM; (2) to not
engage in CM; or (3) to postpone their decision and to assess
its acceptability.

2 Methods
We obtained approval to conduct this study from the Ethics
Committee of the Centre Intégré Universitaire de Santé et de
Services Sociaux du Saguenay-Lac-Saint-Jean.
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2.1 Theoretical Frameworks and Conceptual Models
We used the Ottawa Decision Support Framework [24], a
highly relevant, evidence-based theoretical model including
input from several domains that facilitates the development
of interventions for healthcare providers involving shared
decision making [27]. It allows professionals to improve
the quality of decision processes through the evaluation of
what could influence decision making. The interprofessional
shared decision-making conceptual model [28] also guided
the creation of our primary care PtDA allowing all stakeholders [29] to share their knowledge. This model allows
the adaptation of the aid in response to the actual needs of
current health and social services networks and therefore
uses an integrative and coherent approach. As suggested
by Coulter et al. [30], we also based our work on the usercentred design [31] conceptual model, which is a proven
framework for the development of products and services.

The user-centred design model is an iterative method allowing optimisation of the user experience and maximisation of
usability and understandability [32]. Finally, we also used
the criteria of the International Patient Decision Aid Standard [33] to produce a good-quality and effective PtDA. Figure 1 illustrates the methodology used and the four design
steps needed prior to the prototype drafting.

2.2 Development of the Decision Aid
2.2.1 Designs 1 and 2: Scoping and Patients’ and Clinicians’
Views on Decisional Needs
Our team performed the scoping of more than 70 patients
and clinicians’ views on decisional needs between 2016
and 2018. This study took a pragmatic approach [34, 35]
and the complete results are published elsewhere [29].
Briefly, results revealed that patients frequently face difficult

Fig. 1  Schematic of the systematic development process for our patient decision aid, adapted from Coulter et al. [30]
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dilemmas regarding their choices, or even priorities, in terms
of health management [29]. We also found that, according to
patients and clinicians, the decision about engaging in CM
(or not) was crucial to reach patient health-related outcomes.
Patients and clinicians revealed that a decision aid could
better support shared decision-making processes to engage
(or not) in CM. More specifically, patients revealed that this
decision aid could inform them about the harms and benefits of each option. Clinicians described that a decision aid
could help them be more comfortable when they presented
options and scientific evidence. Clinicians perceived that a
decision aid could support patients in reiterating their choice
to remain engaged in a CM program. Indeed, clinicians
observed that the patients’ engagement decreases over time.
Including several stakeholders from multiple backgrounds
allowed us to obtain a wider spectrum of comments representing different perspectives on the decision aid.
2.2.2 Design 3: Content, Design and Distribution Plan
This part of the user-centred design was embedded in the
study aiming to assess decisional needs. While assessing the
clinicians and patients’ views on decisional needs (design
steps 1 and 2), we also asked them about their preferences
regarding content, visual aspect and format of the PtDA
(Electronic Supplementary Material [ESM]). Focus groups
and individual interviews were recorded and transcribed.
Analysis was performed in an iterative manner. We performed a qualitative hybrid thematic analysis (deductive/
inductive) assisted by NVivo 11 Software to identify relevant content and format for the PtDA. We also identified
facilitators and barriers of the use of the PtDA to build an
efficient distribution plan in further steps. This type of analysis allows the combination of themes derived from philosophical frameworks (deductive) and those emerging from
participants’ discussions (inductive). The coding scheme
was supported by the user experience honeycomb that allows
exploration of several facets of experience such as usability,
accessibility, credibility and usefulness.
2.2.3 Design 4: Review and Synthesise Evidence
Informed by the results of a systematic review on the characteristics of CM in primary care for frequent users of healthcare
by Hudon and colleagues [19], we aimed to include data on the
frequency of hospitalisation, length of hospitalisation, emergency visits and the cost of hospitalisation. Briefly, this systematic review, guided by the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting
Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) reporting
guidelines, identified 22 eligible publications. Because of the
low number and high heterogeneity of the studies, the pooling of the studies and meta-analysis was feasible for the cost
of hospitalisation only (no difference was observed, data not

shown). More details about the methods used for this systematic review can be found in the published paper [19].
Taking this into account and to better translate evidence
to patients, our team chose to support our decision aid with
the literature synthesis of articles (without a meta-analysis)
included in Hudon and colleagues’ systematic review [19],
which considers the influence of contexts and interactional
elements on patient outcomes (harms and benefits).
2.2.4 Prototype
Deductive analysis complemented by inductive analysis
allowed the identification of new themes emerging from interviews. Data were triangulated among sources and discussed
according to the conceptual frameworks used to support the
development process in a shared decision context. With the
comments of stakeholders and data generated from the literature synthesis, we created a prototype of a PtDA.

2.3 Alpha Testing
Coulter and colleagues [30] recommend conducting alpha testing with both patients and clinicians. We therefore included
three patient-partners and six case managers in the design step
based on their availability and interest. We also recruited seven
patients, through regional case managers, who evaluated the
aid and allowed us to reach data saturation. Individual interviews using think-aloud methods [37] were conducted using
the user experience honeycomb [38]. As we used a user-centred design, which is iterative, the number of evaluation rounds
needed is not predefined and is rather defined by the needs
expressed by the stakeholders. In our case, three rounds were
required to reach acceptability.
After the interview, participants were invited to complete an
adaptation of the Decision Self Efficacy Scale Questionnaire
developed by O’Connor [39] and Lalonde (ESM) to measure
the acceptability of our PtDA, both quantitatively and qualitatively. Briefly, this survey contains nine questions to assess
the content and presentation of the PtDA, two questions graded
from 1 to 10 to measure the general appreciation of content
and visual aspect and finally, three open-ended questions to
identify aspects that were appreciated, disliked and may need
improvement. Quantitative data were analysed with Excel software and qualitative data with content analysis. After each
round, the research team adapted the PtDA according to participants’ feedback and a final version of the prototype was
available for alpha testing.
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3 Results

3.2 Prototype

3.1 Determination of Content and Design

With the feedback from stakeholders, the research team created a prototype of the decision aid in French. The prototype
contained the following six sections: (1) definition of CM
and roles of case managers; (2) benefits and harms of CM for
patients and for healthcare organisations compared to usual
care and some statistics about pre- and post-intervention outcomes based on scientific evidence; (3) clinical vignettes
on real cases that can help patients understand how CM can
help them in managing their health; (4) a series of questions to help patients identify their personal values and the
importance they place on the advantages and disadvantages
of CM; (5) a series of questions assessing patient healthcare
situations and personal objectives; and (6) the SURE test to
evaluate patients’ decisional conflicts and their comfort with
their decisions [40].

We found that a meta-analysis was not the appropriate
method to document the effectiveness and outcomes of
a complex intervention such as CM, even less so when
patients are also presenting complex conditions. In the
context of the literature synthesis for the construction of
the PtDA, the meta-analysis was possible only for the cost
of hospitalisation and there was no difference between
control and intervention groups (data not shown). According to patient-partners and clinicians, this outcome was
not relevant for shared decision making in a Canadian
context of care because patients do not have to pay for
their hospitalisation as it is publicly funded. We therefore
did not include this result in our PtDA. The previous work
performed by Hudon et al. [19] allowed us to identify and
include in our PtDA the following categories of patientrelated outcomes: healthcare condition; quality of life, use
of healthcare services, relationship between patients and
healthcare professionals, and accessibility to information
and healthcare services.
All stakeholders agreed on the relevance of a PtDA to
help patients assess their preferences and make a decision on their engagement in CM. All participants wanted
an aid that is accessible, simple and easy to use to avoid
burdening their tasks. We did not reach a consensus on
the format because some participants, regardless of their
occupation, preferred a paper format and others a digital
format. For clinicians and decision makers who preferred
the digital format, many of them mentioned that it would
be preferable to connect the PtDA to current electronic
medical software. Clinicians would like to have a section where the patient could write down his or her needs.
Decision makers mentioned that patients would appreciate videos on the PtDA.
Clinicians expressed some concerns about the confidentiality aspect as a limit to PtDA use. Some of them
reported the fact that using a tool in a paper format could
allow anyone to have access to personal data recorded
on the tool. Thus, it would make anyone able to read
a patient’s confidential data or medical records as it is
easier for a paper format tool to be inadvertently left on
the corner of a table, for example, for anyone to see. That
would obviously not be the case if using an electronic
version on a computer. Additionally, in their view, their
current workload (reports and forms to fill out), could
reduce the tool’s usefulness. To optimise the usability of
the PtDA, they told us that it must be simple, easily available (visibility), adaptable (patients, relatives, caregivers)
and accessible among clinicians.

3.3 Alpha Testing (Acceptability)
To investigate PtDA acceptability according to patientpartners, patients and clinicians, we performed a smallscale in-depth exploration. Three back-and-forth rounds
were required to improve the PtDA and reach acceptability
(Figs. 1–4 of the ESM). Globally, all stakeholders found
the aid very relevant and patient centred. Recurring comments related to the quantity and the complexity of the information presented recommended decreasing the amount of
information to keep the PtDA as simple as possible and to
use simpler vocabulary (lay language). Everyone appreciated the section presenting clinical vignettes and proposed to
improve these by adding barriers and facilitators of the decision-making process. Stakeholders also helped the research
team developing an aid that presents options in a balanced
manner and that is not skewed towards on one of the options.
Specifically, clinicians suggested including factors influencing the success of CM to inform patients that impacts of
CM vary. They also recommended showing benefits and disadvantages of the decision options (engage in CM, continue
with usual care or postpone the decision), and not only the
advantages and disadvantages of CM. Clinicians also said
that the aid was helpful to understand the way patients think
and it was useful to measure the gap between clinician and
patient perspectives. They also mentioned that they could
use the PtDA to promote health services. In this sense, they
recommended providing the aid in a kit from which they
could select sections they needed according to clinical settings and patients.
Patient-partners provided relevant recommendations
such as making the facts and examples more concrete,
removing vocabulary that patients might perceive as
derogatory and addressing the message directly to them
(message expressed in the second person). They also
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proposed to add a small section describing who were the
potential users of the PtDA.
They appreciated the clinical vignettes and reported
that it was eloquent and that they could identify with the
fictive high-user patients. They suggest adding a blank
clinical vignette in which patients could write about their
own stories, values and health conditiosn. They also
stated that it was rewarding for them to know that CM
exists and that they could benefit from it. Half of them
expressed the need for some information about community organisations and available services.
According to these results and suggestions provided
by alpha testing, we modified and improved the prototype
and produced a ten-page final version (ESM). This version was simplified and refined. It contains enough clear
information to better guide patients in their decisionmaking process (Fig. 2).

a

4 Discussion
We developed and evaluated a PtDA, based on the Ottawa
Decision Support Framework, to help patients with complex
care needs who are frequent users of healthcare services in
engaging in CM. This PtDA included three options: engaging in CM, maintaining usual care or postponing their decision. First, we found that systematic reviews and a metaanalysis were not appropriate for complex interventions with
patients living with complex conditions. Overall, we found
that all stakeholders agreed on the relevance of a PtDA.
However, they did not reach a consensus on the format:
paper vs digital. In addition, between the initial version of
the PtDA and the version produced by three iterative cycles,
the most significant changes were the number of pages, the
vocabulary used and a substantial reduction in written content. These results led us to make the following observations.
First, we found that a meta-analysis was not the best
method to report the effectiveness of complex interventions
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Fig. 2  Excerpt of the answers to the acceptability questionnaire for the final patient decision aid prototype. a Relevance and presentation of sections and information, b amount of information presented, c orientation of the aid and d overall assessment
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with patients living with complex conditions. Indeed, a
meta-analysis tends to find modest effects of behavioural
change interventions [41], even less in regard to complex
interventions and context [42]. In addition to the heterogeneity of interventions included in the same review, results
depend on several elements such as patient and clinician
behaviours and the level of involvement in the process.
For these reasons, some authors conduct a realist synthesis [36] to better understand contexts and mechanisms
of complex interventions conducting to positive patient
reported experience measures rather than their measurable
impacts. Integrating both qualitative and quantitative data
[43] allows more explicit details on the importance of context and patient engagement to reach positive health-related
outcomes.
Moreover, in the context of a CM program for high users
of healthcare services, a meta-analysis has some limitations
for patient-related outcomes because they did not inform
about the intervention’s process or the patient engagement
level in his/her own self-management process [36, 44]. In
other words, the measured outcomes sometimes do not
reflect what the patient is really experiencing. A higher
complexity of intervention brings higher heterogeneity and
it became difficult to present evidence-based outcomes to
the patients. Another factor that makes the data synthesis
difficult is the inability to pool the studies together. This may
be explained by the fact that multiple different time points
can be used and that no clear descriptions of the intervention
are presented in most of the published articles [45]. None of
the frameworks or guidelines available really mention how
to report intervention characteristics [41], which are most of
the time multi-component and depend on the behaviours of
the people involved. Currently, the development of PtDAs is
informed by theoretical models and intuitive methods rather
than systematic methods [46, 47], which lead to poor reproducibility. Nevertheless, current frameworks provide important key steps to fulfil in the development process of a PtDA
specific for complex interventions. As the current available
guidelines and frameworks are not sufficient to guide the cocreation of PtDA used in complex interventions, additional
work is still needed to document this process.
Second, we found that all stakeholders agreed on the relevance of a PtDA but did not reach a consensus on the format: paper vs digital. Patients would prefer to have a paper
format because it is more accessible and simpler, which
is consistent with the literature [48, 49]. This can also be
explained by the fact that most of our patients had a lower
socioeconomic status and that this may increase the preference for paper PtDA format [49]. Clinicians preferred digital
PtDA, which can be explained by the fact that they can add
their own notes in the file, save it for later consultations and
track the changes in the patient’s decision-making process.
Those observations are consistent with the literature [49].

As the format does not influence the knowledge acquisition
and reduction in decisional conflict [50], the next important
step is to target the audience’s preference regarding the PtDA
format to maximise its utilisation.
Finally, between the initial version of the PtDA and the
version produced by three iterative cycles, the most significant changes were the number of pages, the vocabulary used
and the substantial reduction in written content. As shown
in our evaluation process, the inclusion of several stakeholders in the development of PtDA, as suggested by guidelines
[30], is essential to capture all different perspectives. This is
consistent with previous studies showing that clinicians and
patients have different points of view regarding health issues
and content of PtDA [51, 52]. Their perspectives, when
brought together, allowed the creation of a patient-centred
tool that can be used by patients and clinicians. However,
as reported by Ankolekar and colleagues [51], involving a
large number of stakeholders in a co-creation process can
increase developmental time and cost. It took 3 years for a
part-time coordinator to recruit participants, conduct interviews, and process and analyse the data generated by more
than 70 participants. Consequently, researchers must plan
enough human resources for the development of a PtDA.
In our study, the major concern expressed by the patientpartners and the clinicians in each evaluation round of the
alpha testing was the complexity of vocabulary used and
the amount of information in the PtDA. As recommended
by the Ottawa Hospital Research Institute, language used in
the tool must be readable at a grade 8 level [27] and this is
what we have tried to achieve with the feedback from our
stakeholders. For the next steps prior to implementation,
case managers will be validating (beta testing) our aid in
primary care settings to evaluate its effects on the knowledge
of the patients, their decision comfort and decision durability, for which we expect improvements.

4.1 Strengths and Limitations
The user-centred design is a strength of our study compared with other studies reviewed, as only about half of
those involved patients in the development of their decision aids [30]. It is essential in the co-creation of a PtDA to
incorporate patient perspectives and expertise and to use a
user-centred design. For example, the inclusion of clinical
vignettes was made following a suggestion from a patientpartner and this section was one of the most appreciated by
all stakeholders. Another supporting example is that the
need to include information on community organisations
and available services emerged from several patients’ feedback. Co-creation with an interprofessional team is also a
strength of our study as this promoted efficiency and positive outcomes for the patients [19]. We included five types
of clinicians and some decision makers. This allowed us
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to merge the expertise of several individuals and create
an aid that can be used by a wide variety of professionals.
Our co-creation process involved various participants,
leading to a large spectrum of points of view. This made
the integration of all those opinions challenging. The
research team had to come to a decision on some elements,
such as the PtDA’s format, as the stakeholders reached
no consensus. Even though small-scale in-depth exploration is recommended for alpha testing by the Ottawa
Decision Support Framework [27], the inclusion of only
16 stakeholders in the PtDA’s evaluation may represent
a limitation. We also had to deal with the limited availability of the clinicians and some difficulty while working
with patients, as they constitute a population with specific
needs. However, we did reach data saturation.

5 Conclusions
We developed and assessed alpha testing of a PtDA to
support patients with complex care needs and who are
high users of healthcare services. This patient-oriented
tool should contribute to improve shared decision making with patients and allow them to make their decision
while considering all advantages and disadvantages of
their options in terms of engaging in CM or continuing
with usual care. At the end of the process, patients will
make their decision according to their personal objectives
and values. We now need to evaluate the aid in the field
with patients and clinicians with beta testing and develop
an implementation strategy. Further research is needed to
support the process of creating decision aids in the context
of complex interventions that require the integration of
contextual data to inform us of the effectiveness of those
interventions and its impact on patient-related outcomes.
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